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1. Introduction
Congratulations for buying the Goldanalytix Magnetic
scales, the proven solution for determination of the
authenticity of precious metal.
The Goldanalytix Magnetic scales test the authenticity of
different precious metals fast and without destroying
them. The magnetic scales are suited for quick detecting
of tungsten and tungsten alloy (W/WL) occlusions in gold
ingots or gold coins (from a W or WLcontent of >40
50%). Besides, they are excellently suited for discovering
tantalum falsifications for 900 / 916 gold coins. It is also
possible to test the correct magnetic qualities of coins,
jewellery and ingots of silver, platinum or palladium with
the Goldanalytix Magnetic scales.
Generally speaking, you can differentiate between
diamagnetic and para or ferromagnetic substances. The
result is revealed after a few seconds as magnetic weight
difference. A big advantage is the pervading method, i.e.
the inner parts of the testing objects are examined (until a
certain thickness), and not only their surface. On top of
that, you can test the objects inside their plastic films or
blisters. Thanks to its highly efficient accumulator battery,
the magnetic scales allow you to test precious metal on
site and on the way.
IMPORTANT:
Please read the included instruction manual of the
magnetic scales thoroughly before first use. Using the
magnetic scales as only method is not enough for an
absolutely certain information about the authenticity of
precious metals. Please always use at least one further
method in order to exclude precious metal forgings with a
high probability.
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2. Safe handling of strong magnets
The magnetic scales radiate strongly magnetic fields or
forces. So please make sure that there are neither (ferro
)magnetic material, nor electromagnets, nor magnetized
or magnetizable material nor electric devices near the
magnetic measuring head of the scales. For that, please
keep the included information sheet for handling strong
magnets in mind.

3. Scope of supply
When first opening the package, please check if all of the
listed components and documents are included:
 Precision scales with magnetic measuring head
> (measuring head not yet screwed onto the covering)

 Plexiglas covering

 Rod magnet for ferromagnet pretests
 Instruction manual
 Antistatic spray
 Information sheets "Antistatic, Krügerrand year variation
& safe handling of strong magnets"
 Graphite plate as reference measurement object
 Power cable with power adapter
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4. Assembly of the magnetic scales

1

Put the scales on an even
and firm surface.

2

Screw
the
magnetic
measurement head carefully
into the thread. Don't exert
too much pressure, just make
sure that the magnet support
is fixed completely on top.
IMPORTANT: The scales
are adjusted in a way that it
doesn't show 0.000 until
the magnetic measurement
head is screwed onto it.
Otherwise, you'll get the

3

Put the plexiglas body on the
scales as illustrated. The
measurement
head
and
plexiglas body mustn't touch
each other after that. The
measurement principle is
based on the welldefined
small distance between the
magnetic measurement head
and the plexiglas. If they
touch each other, the magnet
support from step 2 has
probably not been put on
correctly.

This plastic part has to stay
under the magnetic
measurement head

IMPORTANT: Don't turn the
scales on until you have
completed steps 2 and 3.
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5. Preparation for the measurement
If you don't follow the following explanation, you will risk
inaccuricies when using the magnetic scales.
1) Putting the scales into service and choice of location
IMPORTANT: The scales won't work until the magnetic
measurement head is fixed upon. If the measurement head
isn't fixed upon, you will get the error message LH.

Ideally, you turn on the scales 20  30 minutes before the
first measuring. With that, the scales deliver the best
results because they need a certain "warmup" period.
Please guarantee a still and stable position of the scales.
The determinations of each precision scales, the
magnetic scales as well, are strongly deranged by
shakes, draughts and fluctuations in temperature. Make
sure that there are no ferromagnetic objects or electronic
devices in a radius of 2030 from the magnetic scales!
Don't put the objects on the scale with the hand on which
you wear your watch.
2) Reference measurements

The package includes a graphite plate that serves as a
reference point for correct measuring conditions. That
allows you to test if everything works properly. Put the
plate on the target range before every measurement
series (see chapter 6). The value should be between
0.100 and 0.400. If the value differs significantly, please
respect especially the following steps.
3) Temperature

The ideal working temperature is at about 2025 °C. The
measurement has proven itself at temperatures of 15 °C
to 35 °C, but such high or low temperatures are normally
avoided. Keep in mind that the magnetic effect depends
on temperature. So assure constant temperature! Heating
the magnet up to over 80 °C makes it lose every
magnetic effect!
4) Testing sample

The testing sample has to be dry and clean and can stay
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in common blisters, plastic films and coin capsules.
Please keep in mind that even the plastic material exerts
a mostly diamagnetic effect (i.e. it shows a weakly
positive value). That's why too thick plastic layers can
distort the result. Current packages and casings shouldn't
cause any problems. Nonetheless, please measure the
objects always without casings, if possible.
5) Pretest with the rod anode

It is important that no ferromagnetic material (iron, nickel
or cobalt) is near this very strong measurement magnet.
So ideally, you'll test with the included small rod magnet, if
e.g. iron, cobalt, nickel or ferromagnetic alloys are present
in the material. Non observance can damage the
magnetic measurement head and you'll risk injuries!
6) Electrostatic charge of the plastic pieces

An important aspect of the handling of the magnetic
scales is the prevention of electrostatic charge of the
plexiglas measurement support or of plastic capsules
which often contain coins. As plastic polymers can be
electrostatically charged and create an interaction with
the magnetic field, it is important for correct
measurements to avoid these charges.
So please make sure not to work with rubber gloves
or other material that can cause electrostatic charges
of the plexiglas surface or of the plastic capsules, e.g.
for coins. Should there be an electrostatic charge
nonetheless, spray the included antistatic spray on the
covering surface. Please read therefore the included
information sheet for the antistatic spray. It is advisable
to spray it on the covering every day you want to measure
and wipe it with a paper towel to be on the safe side.
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6. Performing the measurement

1

Before the actual measurement:

2

Then push ">0<" until you can
see 0.000 g again. Put the
measurement object (in this
example a gold ingot) on the
target range (exactly in the
middle of the plexiglascovering).
Wait a bit until the scales show a
fixed value. It is however NOT
necessary to remove blisters,
capsules or plastic films (see p.

3

If the scales show e.g. a negative
value for gold, it is most probably
a falsification with, for example, a
core made of tungsten (see
following chapter "Evaluation of
the measured results").

4

Take the object off the scales,
push >0<, so that you can see
0.000g again. Go on with the
next testing object.
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Turn on the scales and wait until
the display shows 0.000. Please
make sure that the measurement
head is already screwed onto
(see chapter 4). Then use the
reference graphite plate (see p.6,
step 2).

7. Measurement principle
The measurement principle uses the different magnetic
traits of gold and silver in a strong magnetic field
compared to current forging metals like tungsten,
tantalum or molybdenum. Whereas gold and silver show
diamagnetic behaviour in a magnetic field, it is typical for
metals like tungsten or tantalum and their alloys to show
paramagnetic behaviour.
This can be used in your favour, as the paramagnetic
forging metals exert an attraction on the magnet and
cause a minus sign on the magnetic scales. The strong
magnetic field that is radiated by the magnetic
measurement head allows to measure through thick gold
layers (in our test series up to 2.5mm) and to detect
foreign metal cores made of paramagnetic material
underneath the gold.
Diamagnetism, paramagnetism and ferromagnetism
describe different magnetic kinds of behaviour of the
material. Whereas paramagnetism and diamagnetism
can't be observed in everyday life, ferromagnetism is
known from many everyday situations (scrapyards, etc.).
In principle, every substance has diamagnetic qualities,
but diamagnetism is overlayn by paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic qualities in a lot of substances. On this
basis, you can do the following classification regarding
the magnetizability:
Ferromagnetic substances are strongly attracted by a
magnet. At room temperature, metals like iron, nickel and
cobalt for example are ferromagnetic. Ferromagnetism is
about 1000 times stronger than paramagnetism and
diamagnetism.
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Important to know: Adding ferromagnetic substances
can complicate the measurement with the magnetic
scales, as even small amounts can cause
misinterpretations (see chapter "Evaluation of the
measured results").
Paramagnetic material on the contrary are weakly
attracted by a magnet. So a strong exterior magnetic field
is needed to achieve a noticeable effect.
Diamagnetic substances are weakly repelled by a
magnet. Very strongly diamagnetic material are e.g.
pyrolytic carbon and the metal bismuth. They repel a
magnet very strongly (and create positive values on the
magnetic scales).
This difference between paramagnetic and diamagnetic
substances are the basics of the authenticity
determination of precious metals with the magnetic scales
because diamagnetic substances like pure gold or pure
silver and their copper alloys cause a positive value, for
the material weakly repels the magnetic measurement
head and the latter exerts pressure on the measurement
cell of the scales. In case of paramagnetic substances,
the material (e.g. tungsten or tantalum) is lightly attracted
by the magnet and the scales are discharged; the result is
a negative value.
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8. Evaluation of the measured results
Following the following measures and guidelines, you can
avoid misinterpretation.
Measurable layer thickness
Keep in mind that e.g. the paramagnetism of tungsten is
more pronounced than the diamagnetism of gold. This
means that e.g. a tungsten layer can still be detected
under 1.5 to 2 mm of gold (nonetheless, 4050% of the
total weight must be tungsten). That's why the magnetic
scales are a sure detector for paramagnetic occlusions in
gold and silver of common ingots or coins up to 100g.
An exemplary thought shall explain this. Typical
measurements for a 100g ingot are 50 x 29 x 4 mm. This
means that forgers could only add a very thin layer of
tungsten to the ingot without it being detected. That's why
this should not be profitable for fraudsters.
From 250 g on, the situation is quite different, for in this
case, the ingot's thickness often goes up to 9 mm.
Assuming that you can measure ideally up to 2.5 mm into
the ingot (when both sides combined, it's 5 mm), a forger
could always "dilute" 4 mm of the inside with cheap
tungsten.
However, this doesn't mean that such thick gold layers
are usual. The majority of discovered cases of 250 g ingot
forgings rather revealed that the gold layers are
significantly thinner than 1 mm and e.g. tungsten cores
could be or could have been detedted.
Despite of that, we ask you to respect the preceding
explanation when chosing the testing objects.
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Pure material
When measuring pure material, the test results
theoretically behave according to the following table.
Diamagnetic

Paramagnetic

Ferromagnetic

plus sign (+)
minus sign ()
strong minus sign () for
for magnetic measurement for magnetic measurement magnetic measurement
Bismuth

Palladium

Iron

Carbon

Titanium

Nickel

Tin

Platinum

Cobalt

Zinc

Tantalum

Silver

Tungsten

Gold

Tungsten alloys

Copper

Molybdenum

This means for example that a silver or gold coin normally
delivers a positive value. Similar things apply for material
like pure copper or lead. The metal bismuth is the most
diamagnetic material and for that delivers the highest
positive value at the same geometry.
In the case of forgings with bismuth layers, it can maybe
make te paramagnetic material on the inside show a
negative deflection. But such forgings would be very
laborious and the relatively low densitiy of bismuth would
cause strong deviations regarding nominal measurements
or weight for gold, platinum or palladium.
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Paramagnetic cores
In case of paramagnetic cores of ferromagnetic impurities
(i.e. for example a tungstencopperalloy with traces of
iron) inside of silver or gold testing samples, the scales
show significantly negative deflections of 1g to 6g. But
keep in mind that forgers won't always use the
current tungsten alloys with iron or nickel impurities,
which may mean that the deflections will be much
less pronounced. The following example should make
that clearer:
EXAMPLE
A measurement series with brass plates and an extremely
pure tungstencopper piece realized by us shall explain
the range of the magnetic measurements.
A tungstencopper plate (80/20 alloy) of 30 x 5 mm and a
purity of 99.95%, a paramagnetic material that is often
used for forging Krügerrand or American EagleCoins,
has been measured with magnetic scales. The result for
this pure plate was of about 0.063g. A diamagnetic
brass plate (0.4 cm thick and 10 cm diameter) has then
been put under the tungstencopper piece. This serves as
an imitation of a tungstencopper occlusion in gold or gold
alloys. A negative value can still be determined through 5
of these brass plates (2.0 mm). From the sixth plate (2.5
mm total thickness) on, the value was lightly positive
(0.010 g). This would also be an indicator for forging, as
this amount of brass (comparable to gold or 916 alloy)
without the present tungsten block normally has a
measurement value of +0.040 g. With even thicker layers,
the values will be increasingly positive and not
"unmasking" anymore, for the distance to the tungsten
core to the magnet also increases further and further.
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That's why it's essential realizing magnetic measurements
with a precision measurement device especially designed
for precious metal testing like the Goldanalytix magnetic
balance and not with improvised personal montages.
Ferromagnetic impurities
Some alloyed gold coins (especially the very old ones),
like the following
# 900 gold (Vreneli, Latin Monetary Union, Austro
Hungarian Krone)
# 916 Gold (American Eagle, some older years of
Krügerrand, Britannia (years before 2012)
# other alloyed particularly old gold coins
can (but don't need to) contain small amounts of
ferromagnetic material like nickel, iron or  in rare cases 
cobalt. This can cause the registration of a negative value
when testing these coins or objects made of this material
in general  against all expectations. The reason is that
ferromagnetic material is attracted the most by magnets.
This means that traces of these elements alone can
cause a negative value. It is important to keep that in
mind when interpreting the results. IMPORTANT: For
pure gold or pure silver, a nickel additive would also be
imaginable, but highly usual for the common coins, which
is why you have to pay a lot of attention when you get a
negative value for these pieces. Values from 0.050 g on
are questionable and to be examined more thoroughly
anyway. One exception that we found out about for silver
coins is the Australian Koala. This one seems to have
been treated with ferromagnetic material. That's why that
one ounce of Silver Koala was the only silver coins
examined by us that has shown a negative value (despite
of its definitive authenticity). As silver coins mostly show
"only" a purity of 999 per mille of pure silver content
instead of 999.9 per mille, it can well be that other silver
coins also contain ferromagnetic material in the left 1 per
mill. You have to keep that in mind for silver
measurements.
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Completely ferromagnetic material
If material consists of ferromagnetic substances,
ferromagnetic allloy components or dispose of bigger
amounts of ferromagnetic substances, strongly negative
values or a not measurable negative deflection are surely
to be expected, as the magnet is completely lifted out of
the scales' cone and entirely attracted by the material (i.e.
a complete discharge of the scales). So test with the
included rod magnet, if the material is ferromagnetic, i.e.
attracted by the small rod magnet. Don't put such
ferromagnetic objects on the magnetic scales: risk of
injury! This prevents the measurement heas from being
lifted out of the cone and the measurement cell from
being damaged.
Other precious metals ans material combinations
Silver, platinum and palladium can also be tested and
examined for foreign metal occlusions with the magnetic
scales.
But keep in mind that this forging material has to dispose
of opposite magnetic qualities to the precious metal in
question.
Gold and silver for example are relatively weak
diamagnets (compared to metals like bismuth, bersyllium
or antimony).
But especially palladium and also platinum are for
example relatively strong paramagnets. That means that
for example a bismuth core could be detected in
palladium, but no titanium core because titanium is also a
strong paramagnet (see opposite graphics). Of course,
the dimensions of the coin or ingot would deviate
completely in this example, as titanium is much lighter
than palladium. Testing the correct weight and
measurements are essential in all of the testing situations.
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An overview of the magnetic qualities and their
corresponding distinctness (measured in magnetic
susceptibility of the mass) can be seen in the following
tables and graphics. Using this overview, you'll be able to
judge which forgings can be realistically detected.
Please understand the susceptibility in this case as ratio
or as a proportionality factor for the deflection of a
material on the magnetic scales into the corresponding
direction.
Don't let the signs confuse you  a paramagnet causes a
negative value on the magnetic scales and a diamagnet
delivers a positive value when measured with the
magnetic scales. So, every piece of bismuth delivers for
example a stronger positive value than e.g. a piece of
copper of the same geometry.
Magnetic susceptibilities in [109 kg1 /m3]
Diamagnets

Paramagnets

Bismuth

17,00

Molybdenum

1,17

Beryllium

12,60

Tungsten

3,90

Antimony

10,90

Magnesium

6,90

Tellurium

3,90

Aluminium

7,80

Tin

3,10

Tantalum

10,70

Zinc

2,21

Platinum

12,20

Silver

2,20

Rhodium

13,20

Gold

1,80

Titanium

40,10

Lead

1,50

Palladium

65,00

Copper

1,08

Manganese
Terbium
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121,00
13600

Magnetic susceptibilities in [109 kg /m3]

from left to right: bismuth, beryllium, antimony, tellurium, tin, zinc,
silver, gold, lead, copper, molybdenum, tungsten, magnesium,
aluminium, tantalum, platinum, rhodium, titanium, palladium, manganese

9. Comparative values
The following overview shows comparative values that we
recorded with one of the Goldanalytix Magnetic scales.
Please understand these values only as reference points
for the right target range. The values you obtain can
fluctuate in certain ranges, depending on the device and
also the year and batch of coins or ingots. But should the
value for one of the listed objects deviate a lot, you should
examine this testing sample further.
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Material / Object

Value [g]

Material / Object

Coins of pure gold 999.9

Coins of silver 958.0 to
MapleLeaf 1 Ounce 2014
MapleLeaf 1 Ounce 2013 +0.03 to 0.06 (999.9)
USA 1 Dollar Eagle 1
Philharmonic 1 Ounce
+0.03 to 0.06 Ounce
1993
1 Dollar Koala (999,0) 2014
Kangaroo 1 Ounce 2014 +0.03 to 0.06 1 Dollar Kookaburra (999,0)
2014
Vienna Philharmonic
(999.0)
Ingots of pure gold
+0.015 to
0.03

50 g Heraeus

+0.03 to 0.06 Ingot of 1 kg

Coins gold alloys

900 to 916

100 Krone Austria (900)

+0.01 to 0.04 Other
Platinum 1/10 Oz Isle of
Man (999.5)
0.035
to
+
Platinum 50 Dollars Maple
+0.015 to
Leaf
0.05
Palladium ingot Umicore 1
+0.02 to 0.05 Ounce in Blister
Tungsten 99.9% 20 x 5mm
+0.02 to 0.05 round plate
Titanium round plate 40 g
Krügerrand (forged)
0.000
Maple Leaf (forged)
+0.01 to 0.03
Ingot 1 Ounce (forged)
Bismuth piece of 160 g
Graphite plate

Krügerrand 1984 (916)
Mexico 50 Pesos (916)
American Eagle (916)
1/20 Oz Krügerrand
Babenberger (900)

999.9
+0.02 to
0.06
+0.02 to
0.06
0.018

+0.02 to
0.06
+0.02 to
0.06
+0.02 to
Britannia 2 Pounds (958.0) 0.05
+0.03 to
Mexico Pesos 1 Ounce
0.06
(999) 2012

20 g Degussa

Vreneli, Francs, Latin
Monetary Union

Value [g]

Ingots of pure silver 999.9

Ingot of 250 g Heraeus

+ 0.09 to
0.15
+0.05 to
0.07
0.02
0.07 to
0.09

0.05
0.385
3.5
5.6
5.5
+0.150
+0.100

A regularly updated and expanded table of reference
values can be found on the page www.goldanalytix.de/
magnetwaagewolframdetektor. Errors and omissions
excepted.
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10. Functions of the magnetic scales
Putting in service and usage
After unpacking and assembling, the scales shall be
evened out. To even the scale out, you can find regulated
legs and spirit level in the base of the balance. In order to
even it out, turn the legs of the scales. The bubbles have
to be in a central position.
• Turn on the power supply of the scales with the button
ON/OFF
 Hold down the button for about 0.5 seconds.
• When the power supply is turned on, please wait until
the scales' test has finished.
• When the test of the scales has finished, the display
shows zero and symbols.
Warmup time
The temperature in the room should be at about +15 °C to
+30 °C in order to use the device correctly. The warmup
time of the scales need up to 30 minutes. When the
temperature is stabilizing, the displayed values can be
charged. The user adjustment of the scales should be
done after the warmup time.
Scales keyboard
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Turn on/off the scales' power supply 
hold down for about one second.
Function button (choose working mode)
Send weighing result to printer or computer

Zeros

Taring
In order to adjust the weight display to zero, push the
button > 0 <. The display shows zero. Zeros are only
possible with the display standing stable. Attention:
Turning the display to zero is only possible in a range of
±2% of the maximum charge. If the value is superior to
±2% of the maximum charge, the display shows the
message <Err2>. There will be a short sound signal.
Charge and discharge batteries/accumulators
When the voltage level of the battery/accumulator supply
is too low, the display will show the symbol
.
This means that the batteries have to be changed or the
accumulators have to be charged immediately. The
accumulators are charged when the device is run with the
power supply.
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Error messages
Err2



Value out of zerorange

Err3



Value out of tare range

Err4



Calibration weight or starting weight out of
range: (±1% for weight, ±10 for starting
weight).

Err5



Weight of one piece below reading
graduation

Err8



Tare time surpassed, adjustment

null



Zerovalue from converter

FULL2 

Weighing range surpassed

LH

Starting weight error, gauge out of range
(from 5% to +15% of the starting weight)



5Full 

Gauge range for the function "sum up"
overfilled
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11. Specifications for the magnetic scaless
Net weight (without top part)
Functions

about. 1.7 kg
Autocalibration
Taring
Error display

Environmental conditions

5.... +35°C when running
10...+50°C when stocking

Liability limitation
We won't assume responsability for any damage or
claims that result from using the magnetic scales.
Goldanalytix guarantees that each Goldanalytix product is
free from material and production defects when used
normally. The warranty period is of 1 year from the
shipment date on. The warranty period for components,
product repair and service is of 90 days.
The warranty applies only for the original buyer or final
consumer who has purchased the product from a selling
point authorised by Goldanalytix and doesn't include
fuses, disposable batteries or other products that have
been used improperly, modified, polluted, neglected,
damaged by accidents or used under abnormal working
conditions or by improper handling in the eyes of
Goldanalytix.
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12. Environmental and disposal indications
Used electric and electronic devices can't be disposed of
in unsorted residential waste according to European
requirements [1], but have to be separated. The symbol of
the wheeled rubbish bin indicates the necessity of
separation. Participate in protecting the environment.
Make sure that you dispos of this device in the systems
intended for this purpose in the separate collection, if you
don't want to use the product anymore.

[1] Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of waste electrical and electronic
equipment.
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magnetic differential weight [mg]

Fluctuations of the Krugerrand coin. The coins of the minting year 1973 and 1974 have impurities in the alloy. Iron,
nickel or cobalt is present and affect the magnetic properties of the coin. 350 coins were measured. If you want to
contribute send us an email with the serial number of your scale and magnetic differential weight of the coin to
info@goldanalytix.de

Additional values of coins


Alloy components
(weight percentage)

Density
(g/cm³)

Weight of the
coin (g)

GOLDCOINS

Magnetic
differential
weight (g)

Goldanalytix magnetic scales  comparative values for gold coins
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Goldanalytix
a registered trademark of
MARAWE GmbH & Co. KG
Donaustaufer Strasse 378
Building 64
93055 Regensburg
Germany
Tel:0941/46521716
Email: info@goldanalytix.de
Web: www.goldanalytix.de
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